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My purpose here is to provide brief historical overviews of three related subjects conceptually fundamental to the broader
subject of ``cell adhesion in development.'' These subjects are (1) the evolution of our present understanding of how animal
cells cohere; (2) the question of what principles underlie the ability of embryonic cell populations to organize themselves
into anatomically correct structures; and (3) the ongoing effort to understand the origins of the ``recognition speci®city''
evinced in the latter phenomenon. Because this review must be brief, it is not possible to mention all of the signi®cant
advances, many of which will be referenced in a recent more detailed review of this subject (Grunwald, 1991). For the
same reason, the important work on cell adhesion in nonvertebrate systems is not included. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
HOW ANIMAL CELLS COHERE Grobstein saw this ``ground substance'' as ``a labile, inter-
cellular continuum . . . endowed with a high degree of
speci®city . . . exactly the missing piece required in many
puzzles of development. Af®nities and disaf®nities in cellu-
``Intercellular Cement'' or ``Ground Substance'' lar aggregation and disaggregation, mass cellular move-
ments such as stretchings and foldings, gradient and ®eldThe idea that tissue cells in general are held together by
phenomena, regulation, mutant developmental abnormali-an intercellular cement can be traced to the work of von
ties, all might ®nd a rationale at least in part in such aRecklinghausen (1862) on squamous epithelia. The experi-
complex bio-physico-chemical matrix.'' He went on to pro-mental separation of living cells seems to have originated
pose that this matrix might be a kind of reaction vehiclewith the work of Schiefferdecker (1886), who separated epi-
for embryonic inductions. Moscona (1960) believed he haddermis from dermis by incubation in a pancreatic extract.
visualized this material, which he dubbed ``ECM'' for ``ex-The success of this procedure clearly implied that these
tracellular material,'' in preparations of trypsin-dissociatedtissues were connected via a proteinaceous material and
cells. Among its characteristics was digestibility by crudecontributed to the widely held view that not only cells of
pancreatic preparations but not by crystalline trypsin. Hethe connective tissue but tissue cells in general, including
offered ``a postulation that considers the ECM substratumepithelial cells, are held together by an ``intercellular ce-
as . . . a system combining the functions of a cell-bondingment'' or ``ground substance'' (Gray, 1926). This view was
framework and an `information' network . . . carrying and
adopted by Moscona and reinforced by his demonstration
transmitting a multiplicity of signals directed to a multi-
that chick embryonic tissues could be dissociated by trypsin plicity of responding mechanisms in cells.'' This conception
into single cells (Moscona, 1952; Moscona and Moscona, was almost universally accepted by developmental biolo-
1952). It was still prevalent as late as 1960 (Rinaldini, 1958; gists at the time as leading the way to a molecular under-
Moscona, 1960). Grobstein (1954), citing Baitsell's (1925) standing of morphogenesis. However, the pancreatic en-
exposition of this view, wrote ``He saw it as a homogeneous, zyme that digested this material was soon identi®ed as
gelatinous material secreted by the cells within which the DNase and the ``ECM'' itself as DNA released from broken
various specialized ®bers of the adult gradually condensed.'' cells and gelled by the action of the trypsin used to dissoci-
Paul Weiss (1933) accepted this view, writing ``The interior ate them (Steinberg, 1962a, 1963a; Moscona, 1962).
architecture of the body, as expressed by the arrangement
Calcium Ionsof cells and intercellular formations, is to a certain extent
determined by the ultrastructural organization of the colloi- It had been known since the work of Ringer (1890) and
Herbst (1900) that some kinds of cells could be separateddal continuum which ®lls the interior of the organism.''
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from each other in calcium-free media. Schmitt (1941) pro- et al., 1980, 1981; Thomas and Steinberg, 1981; Thomas et
al., 1981a,b; Magnani et al., 1981). The prevention by Ca2/posed that Ca2/ might act by desolvating the negatively
charged cell surfaces, permitting close contact between ap- of the appearance of the aggregation lag produced by trypsin
(Steinberg et al., 1973) was con®rmed by Takeichi andposed cell surfaces and allowing the interaction of cell sur-
face binding sites. In a related hypothesis, Curtis (1957) and traced, in hamster V79 lung cells, to its protection of a
150,000 MW cell surface protein against tryptic cleavageL. Weiss (1960) later proposed that Ca2/ might act by reduc-
ing electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged (Takeichi, 1977). A similar, 140,000 MW protein on mouse
teratocarcinoma and other epithelial cell surfaces was iden-cell surfaces. Rinaldini (1958) followed Gray (1926) in sug-
gesting that Ca2/ might promote coacervate formation be- ti®ed as a cell adhesion molecule dependent for its activity
upon the presence of Ca2/ (Yoshida-Noro et al., 1984). Atween macromolecules which thereby form the colloidal
``intercellular cement.'' Coman (1954), Steinberg (1958), de- related molecule was discovered on the surfaces of neural
cells (Grunwald et al., 1982; Hatta et al., 1985, 1988; HattaHaan (1958), and Bangham and Pethica (1959) all suggested
that Ca2/ might physically link cells by forming ionic brid- and Takeichi, 1986) and another was discovered on the sur-
faces of mouse visceral endoderm cells (Nose and Takeichi,ges between exposed carboxyl and/or phosphate groups on
apposed cell surfaces. 1986). Many others have followed, de®ning the cadherin
superfamily of Ca2/-dependent (CD) cell±cell adhesion mol-
ecules, whose developmental roles are discussed by M. Ta-
Cell±Cell Adhesion Molecules keichi in this issue. The Ca2/-independent (CI) adhesion is
also mediated, in various tissues, by a family of structurallySince either protease treatment or Ca2/ removal could
dissociate at least certain tissues, a study was made of related proteins, the immunoglobulin superfamily (Buck,
1992), of which N-CAM was the ®rst to be described. Athe effects of these treatments, singly or in combination,
upon the adhesive properties of chick embryonic neural third, small family of cell±cell adhesion molecules, in-
volved in the in¯ammatory response (Vestweber, 1992), areretina cells (Steinberg et al., 1973). It was found that reti-
nal cells dissociated by removal of Ca2/ and Mg2/ and called selectins. The major cell surface receptors mediating
cell adhesion to the extracellular matrix are the integrinsresuspended in culture medium began reaggregating im-
mediately, whereas cells dissociated by treatment with (Tuckwell et al., 1993; DeSimone, 1994), a family of hetero-
dimeric cell membrane glycoproteins each member oftrypsin in the absence of Ca2/ and Mg2/ began reaggregat-
ing only after a ``lag'' period of 30 min of incubation. The which consists of an alpha and a beta subunit chosen from a
Chinese menu of possible candidates. The various integrinssame was true of cells obtained from several other chick
embryonic tissues. Full restoration of ``adhesiveness'' (as differ in the matrix components which they recognize. Not
all cell surface adhesion-mediating molecules fall into onemeasured by the initial rate of aggregation) required an
additional hour of incubation. It was concluded that ``It of these major categories (e.g., Runyan et al., 1988). Cadher-
ins (Takeichi, 1995), integrins (Marcantonio and Hynes,is likely that trypsinization alters the composition of the
cell surface, either by inactivation or removal of materials 1988), and immunoglobulin superfamily members (Gren-
ningloh and Goodman, 1992) but not N-CAM (Hall andnecessary for adhesion or by the induction of a rearrange-
ment of surface components. Cells so altered might well Rutishauser, 1985) have been described in invertebrates as
well as vertebrates. Pigott and Power (1993) have presentedbe nonadhesive during the period necessary for replace-
ment of lost or inactivated surface components or for re- a concise series of minireviews describing these adhesion
molecule families and their molecular members. Not dealtordering of the disarranged components.'' It was further
found that addition of millimolar Ca2/ to the trypsin solu- with here are specialized junctions such as desmosomes,
tight junctions, zonulae adherentia, gap junctions, and hem-tion used for cell dissociation prevented the appearance
of the aggregation ``lag,'' the cells beginning to aggregate idesmosomes, all of which make use of cell surface mole-
cules specialized for adhesion to appropriate receptors onimmediately. Mg2/ was without effect.
The next major advance was the identi®cation of the ®rst apposed cells or extracellular structures. The roles of cell
adhesion molecules as receptors in cell signaling pathwaysvertebrate cell adhesion molecule, now called ``N-CAM''
(Rutishauser et al., 1976, 1977; Brackenbury et al., 1977; are discussed by B. Gumbiner in this issue.
Thiery et al., 1977). This was closely followed by the discov-
ery that vertebrate cells, like those of cellular slime molds
(Beug et al., 1973), may simultaneously display two differ- MULTICELLULAR ASSEMBLY PROCESSES:ent kinds of adhesion mechanisms, one requiring Ca2/ and
PROPOSED EXPLANATIONSthe other independent of it; that either of these two mecha-
nisms can be temporarily removed from cell surfaces; and
that cells displaying either of these mechanisms can coag- ``Multicellular assembly'' is used here, by analogy with
the term ``self-assembly,'' to describe a set of propertiesgregate but will not adhere to those displaying the other
mechanism. Thus, these two adhesion mechanisms pos- displayed by many embryonic cell populations and referred
to elsewhere by such terms as ``self-organization'' and ``tis-sessed recognition speci®city (Takeichi, 1977; Urushihara
et al., 1977; Takeichi et al., 1979; Thomas, 1979; Grunwald sue reconstruction.'' Essentially, it refers to the ability of
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many cell and tissue complexes to restore themselves to a
speci®c anatomical con®guration after disruption and it
plays a major role in the speci®cation of anatomical struc-
ture in animals. This subject materialized with H. V. Wil-
son's discovery that functional marine sponges could be
reconstituted from their dissociated cells (Wilson, 1907).
Wilson himself, however, failed to recognize the nature of
the reconstitution process.
Tissue Af®nities
Between 1939 and 1955, Johannes Holtfreter investi-
gated the behavior of amphibian embryonic cells and tis-
sues, associated in various combinations in vitro (Holt-
freter, 1939, 1944a; Townes and Holtfreter, 1955). This
work showed that embryonic tissues expressed ``prefer-
ences'' in their associations with other tissues and that
particular tissue combinations would rearrange, in vitro,
to adopt particular arrangements similar to those adopted
by the same tissues in the course of normal embryonic
development. Even after tissues were totally dissociated
into piles of separated cells and these were randomly
mixed with cells from other tissues, the intermixed cells
could sort out from one another to reconstitute the tis-
sues of origin, often arranged in their proper anatomical
relationships. Not only did the various cell types assert
associative preferences; they also preferred particular po-
sitionsÐinternal, external, or intermediateÐwithin the
multicellular aggregates (Fig. 1). Holtfreter formulated
the term ``tissue af®nities'' (``Gewebeaf®nitaÈ t,'' Holt-
freter, 1939) to describe ``the forces that are instrumental
in these processes of attraction and repulsion.'' In an ef-
fort to identify the nature of these forces, he adopted a
proposal by Rhumbler (1902) that ``the impetus for the
movement is provided by a gradient of surface tension
between the inner and the outer milieu of the blastula.''
Holtfreter wrote (1944b, p. 192), ``We are glad to acknowl-
edge that everything brought forward in the present paper
goes to prove the soundness of Rhumbler's basic concep-
FIG. 1. When the medullary plate and neural fold are combinedtion.'' His concept of the origin, location, and action of
with endoderm, the medullary material invaginates partially and
these putative surface tensions, however, was unclear, as neural fold-derived epidermis caps a mass of neural crest-derived
he attributes them at times to the tissues themselves, at mesenchyme which in turn envelops the neural tissue. When disso-
times to the surfaces of the individual cells of which the ciated cells of these same tissues are intermixed, they segregate
tissues are composed, and at times to the media in which and rearrange to form a similar structure, following an entirely
these cells are bathed. That he considers these tensions different pathway. (From Townes and Holtfreter, 1955.)
as being separate from the adhesive properties of the rear-
ranging tissues is clear from his statement that ``whether
a graft will in®ltrate another cell layer or spread over its
surface depends on its intercellular cohesiveness and also Holtfreter (1955). They reiterated the earlier suggestion
that ``if the blastocoel, or the interior of a cell aggregateon the gradient of surface tension between the two tis-
sues'' (Holtfreter, 1944, p. 198). in general, contains surface tension-lowering substances,
invagination may be due to a kind of cytotactic reaction
of the proximal cell surfaces to a gradient of interfacial
Directed Cell Movements and Selective Adhesion tension between inside and outside of the embryo'' (p. 108).
They also assert that ``morphogenetic movements and cel-The idea that surface tensions and cohesiveness are two
separate parameters which operate independently to spec- lular adhesiveness obey quite different controlling factors''
(p. 110). In their Summary, they state, ``In consequence ofify tissue con®gurations was underlined by Townes and
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directed movements, the different cell types in a composite
aggregate are sorted out into distinct homogeneous layers,
the strati®cation of which corresponds to the normal germ
layer arrangement. The tissue segregation becomes com-
plete because of the emergence of a selectivity of cell adhe-
sion. . . .'' (p. 116).
Although some recent accounts of this subject attribute
to Holtfreter the view that ``tissue af®nities'' arise from
intercellular adhesive selectivity, his actual views of the
matter, although quite ambivalent, leaned in a different di-
rection. In a 1966 article on ``Cellular Af®nity'' he wrote,
``. . . it has been postulated that in order to account for
the tissue-speci®c directiveness of movements both in the
embryo and in the reaggregates one must assume the exis-
tence of gradients of some kind to which the innately mo-
bile cells react differently'' (Holtfreter, 1966). In discussions
with the writer in the 1970s, he continued to favor an origin
in some sort of directed migration.
Molecular Recognition at Cell Surfaces
Paul Weiss compared Holtfreter's tissue af®nities with
the selective associations evident among neurons and,
drawing upon a line of reasoning relating cell±cell adhesion
to antigen±antibody binding, initiated by Jacques Loeb
(1922) and ``traceable to Ehrlich,'' offered an explanation
for selective cell adhesion in terms of the interlocking of
sterically complementary macromolecules in and associ-
ated with the cell surfaces (Fig. 2; Weiss, 1941, 1947). Albert
FIG. 2. ``Slightly modi®ed reproduction of a diagram used pre-Tyler expressed similar ideas (reviewed in Steinberg, 1958).
viously [Weiss, 1941] to explain selective adhesion and non-adhe-
sion among cells in terms of molecular con®gurations along the
contact surfaces. The key molecules, which numerically perhapsSelective and Nonselective Cell Adhesion
constitute only a small fraction of the surface population, are sym-
Townes and Holtfreter (1955, p. 111) wrote, ``It appears bolized as bars with characteristically shaped ends. The assumption
that the factors making for indiscriminate and selective cell is that two complementarily shaped molecules meeting in proper
adhesion may be present simultaneously and that it requires orientation will become linked by intermolecular forces, which
a prolonged contact between heterologous tissues to bring thus become forces of attachment between the two contiguous
systems. Properties of the sort required in our model are commonlyforth the selective component of adhesion.'' Similar views
associated with proteins, or combinations of proteins with lipidswere expressed by Weiss (1950, p. 183), Curtis (1960, pp.
and other substances.'' (From Weiss, 1947.)48±51), and Moscona (1962, p. 67) and discussed in greater
detail elsewhere (Steinberg, 1964). Curtis (1960, 1961), seek-
ing an explanation for the inside/outside strati®cation of
segregating cells in mixed cell aggregates, attributed by Hol-
tfreter to directed cell migration, suggested that it resulted the different pathways of cell segregation expected if the
segregating cells are guided by directed migration in radialfrom differences in the rate at which cells of different kinds
recover from surface alterations induced by cell dissocia- diffusion gradients of chemotactic substances, by differ-
ences in intercellular adhesive intensities or according totion. This became known as the ``timing hypothesis.''
Curtis' ``timing'' mechanism. The sorting pathway actually
observed was the one predicted for differential adhesiveness
Behavioral Tests for Underlying Principles (Steinberg, 1962c). The answer was the same for every situa-
tion examined (Steinberg, 1962b,c,d, 1963b, 1964, 1970),In order to obtain evidence capable of distinguishing
among directed migration, differential adhesion, and ``tim- leading to the formulation of the ``differential adhesion hy-
pothesis'' (DAH), which traces these morphogenetic phe-ing'' as alternative possible mechanisms responsible for pro-
gressive cell strati®cation within mixed aggregates, a series nomena of living cell populations to tissue interfacial free
energies arising from cellular adhesive interactions.of situations were contrived in which each putative guiding
mechanism would be expected to bring about its own As set forth by the DAH (Steinberg, 1963b, 1964, 1970), the
sorting out of intermixed embryonic cells and the envelop-unique pattern of cell or tissue behavior. Figure 3 depicts
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FIG. 3. The time course of sorting out of two cell types within a mixed aggregate, as it would appear if brought about through three
different mechanisms. Centripetal migration in a diffusion-generated radial concentration gradient (''directed migration``) would produce
the pathway shown on the left. Timed changes in cell surfaces following dissociation in the manner proposed by Curtis (1960), leading
to a ``herding'' of one class of cells in from the periphery, would produce the pathway shown in the center. Differences in the intensities
of cell±cell adhesions (''differential adhesion``) would produce the pathway shown at the right. (After Steinberg, 1964.)
ment of one embryonic tissue by another are the homologs, Parenti, 1972; Steinberg and Wiseman, 1972). The DAH, then,
postulates that cell surface adhesive properties cause tissuesrespectively, of the ``breaking'' of a dispersion or emulsion
whose cells are mobile to behave as living liquids (Steinberg,and the spreading of one liquid over the surface of another. If
1962c, 1963b, 1964).confronted as a pair of droplets, oil (of lower surface tension)
The syndrome of behaviors displayed by embryonic cellspreads over the surface of water, while if codispersed in a
populations which duplicate behaviors displayed by ordi-single droplet, the dispersion ``breaks'' or sorts out, the oil
nary immiscible liquids is illustrated in Fig. 4 and was foundagain coming to occupy the external surface. The determi-
to include:nants of the above behavior in liquids are their relative surface
and interfacial tensions, which are global re¯ections of the 1. The rounding up of irregularly shaped tissue fragments
intensities of cohesion and adhesion between their compo- toward a spherical shape.
nent subunits (Rowlinson and Widom, 1989). For a system to 2. The spreading of one tissue mass over the surface of
show such behavior it must (1) be composed of many subunits another.
which (2) cohere while (3) being motile. In ordinary liquids 3. The sorting out of heterotypic cell mixtures to ap-
the subunits are molecules and the mobility is thermal; in proach a particular anatomical con®guration.
rearranging cell populations the subunits are living cells and 4. The pathway by which this cell sorting proceeds (co-
alescence of smaller islands to form larger ones).their mobility may be either active or passive (Armstrong and
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employed morphogenetic mechanism but rather an infor-
mative consequence of the arti®cial intermixing of cells.
A satisfactory explanation of the morphogenetic behavior
referred to by the terms ``tissue af®nities,'' ``self-organiza-
tion,'' ``tissue reconstruction,'' and ``multicellular assem-
bly'' must account for the entire syndrome of coexpressed
assembly behaviors enumerated above. By the same token,
it should be understood that such an explanation does not
extend to other kinds of morphogenetic behavior such as
differential growth or tissue bendings and foldings.
Harris (1976) presented a number of alternative hypothe-
ses to explain cell sorting, among which his preference was
for the ``differential surface contraction hypothesis,'' which
holds that, ``The more strongly contractile a given cell type
is over its exposed surface, the more internally it should
sort out relative to other, less contractile cell types.'' Jones
et al. (1989) proposed that ``relative speed of movement may
determine the positioning of cells in heterotypic aggre-
gates,'' faster-moving cell populations tending to envelop
slower-moving ones. Referring to the numbered list of asso-
ciated behaviors presented above, Townes and Holtfreter's
directed cell migration in radial concentration gradients
could account only for 3 and for 6 if the latter is restricted
to sorting out alone. It produces an incorrect prediction for
4 (Fig. 3) and cannot account for 1, 2, 5, or 7. The same is
true of Curtis' ``timing hypothesis,'' the postulated changes
in cell surface properties upon which it was predicated being
initiated by the act of cell dissociation and therefore not
applying to the behavior of undissociated tissues. Jones et
al. found that the sequence: muscle  liver  neural retina
described both these chick embryonic tissues' mutual en-
velopment preferences and the rates of movement of theirFIG. 4. Syndrome of behaviors displayed both by many embryonic
cells on plastic under agarose. Although the probability ofcell populations and by ordinary liquids or immiscible liquid pairs.
these two sequences coinciding by chance is 1/3 1 1/2 (Top) A mass of arbitrary shape rounds up to form a sphere, min-
imizing its surface area. (Middle) Intermixed phases sort out by a 1/6 or 0.16, well above the 0.05 level taken as the upper
process of coalescence, forming a continuous externalizing phase limit for statistical signi®cance, they proposed that cell
that envelops, to greater or lesser degree, a discontinuous, internal- speed rather than cell±cell cohesiveness determines cell
izing phase. When touched together as separate masses, the same populations' mutual envelopment tendencies. The writer is
two phases spread, one over the other, to approach the same (equi- not aware of any reported efforts to test Harris' hypotheses
librium) con®guration approached by sorting out. (Bottom) In a set experimentally. (See Armstrong, 1989, for review.) How-
of mutually immiscible phases, the tendencies of one phase to
ever, it was recently demonstrated that adhesive differencesspread over another are transitive; i.e., if b tends to spread over a
between two cell lines are suf®cient to cause cell sortingand c tends to spread over b, then c will tend to spread over a.
(Friedlander et al., 1989), tissue spreading, and the achieve-(From Phillips, 1969.)
ment of the same anatomical con®guration by either path-
way in the absence of differences in any other cell property
(Steinberg and Takeichi, 1994). Reviewed below are quanti-
tative physical measurements of intercellular cohesive in-5. The approach to the same ®nal anatomical con®gura-
tensities, expressed as tissue surface tensions. These mea-tion by alternative pathways, e.g., cell sorting and tissue
surements con®rm that the differences in cohesivenessspreading.
required by the DAH to generate the syndrome of multicel-6. The hierarchical ranking of tissues' tendencies to en-
lular assembly behaviors listed above do in fact characterizevelop one another.
the tissues which display these behaviors.7. The perfect correspondence between the sequence of
these spreading potentials and that of the tissues' measured
BASES FOR TISSUE ``RECOGNITION''surface tension values (described below).
Cell-Aggregating ``Factors''A number of alternatives to the DAH, described below,
have been proposed to explain the sorting out of cells from With the demonstration in 1962 that the viscous ``ECM''
seen after tryptic cell dissociation was DNA from brokenan arti®cial mixture. Sorting out, however, is not a widely
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cells rather than the sought-after tissue-speci®c intercellu- efforts to quantify ``cell±cell adhesiveness'' (reviewed in
Steinberg, 1964, pp. 359±361).lar cement, the ECM hypothesis was abandoned in favor of
the hypothesis that the tissue-speci®c ``factors'' held to be Distractive measurements. Measuring the force re-
quired to separate adhering cells presents the dif®culty thatresponsible for ``tissue-speci®c cell adhesion'' might be re-
leased from embryonic tissues in soluble form. Such ``fac- the plane of deadhesion may not duplicate the plane of adhe-
sion. Moreover, such factors as the plasticity of the adheringtors'' were sought on the basis of an assay evaluating the
ability of culture supernates or tissue extracts to promote surfaces and the rate of application of the distractive force
will greatly affect the peak ``force of distraction.''cell aggregation tissue-speci®cally. From 1962 through
1976, a series of papers appeared, describing such soluble Kinetic measurements. Aggregation rate need not paral-
lel adhesive intensity both because cell adhesions continuetissue-speci®c aggregation-promoting activities from em-
bryonic neural retina, cerebrum, and spinal cord (reviewed to be strengthened after they are initiated (Phillips et al.,
1977; Foty et al., 1996b) and because forward reaction ratesin Moscona and Hausman, 1977, and in Lilien et al., 1978).
There was no assurance that the cell surface moieties recog- are limited by activation energies which play no role in the
intensities of the established adhesions.nized by the ``factors'' detected in this assay were cell adhe-
sion molecules and the signi®cance of such substances Thermodynamic measurements. The parameters of in-
tercellular adhesiveness utilized by the DAH are thermody-(Rutz and Lilien, 1979; Krishna Rao and Hausman, 1993) in
normal intercellular adhesion remains unclear. However, namic, expressible alternatively as reversible works of adhe-
sion/cohesion between cell populations or as interfacial freefrom 1976, the identi®cation of certi®able cell adhesion
molecules ®lled the gap previously occupied by ``aggrega- energies at cell population surfaces/interfaces and measur-
able as surface and interfacial tensions. These are the physi-tion factors.''
cal parameters known to guide the rearrangements of mole-
cules in liquid systems.
The ®rst effort to make quantitative measurements ofMeasurement of ``Intercellular Adhesiveness''
``adhesiveness'' between embryonic cells was that of Roth
and Weston (1967; Roth, 1968). Measuring the rates atAlthough tissue-speci®c ``aggregation factors'' had been
sought as a basis for tissue-speci®c cell adhesion, it was far which labeled cell suspensions derived from chick embry-
onic cartilage, liver, and pectoral muscle initiated adhe-from evident that the ability of vertebrate embryonic cells
to adhere to each other is in general tissue-speci®c. All of sions to established aggregates of the same kinds, they
found a striking preference for the initiation of ``self'' overHoltfreter's combinations of tissues from early amphibian
embryos cross-adhered (1944b; Townes and Holtfreter, ``nonself'' adhesions (Roth, 1968). Similar selectivity was
obtained between chick or mouse liver and heart and be-1955). If dissociated cells from virtually any vertebrate em-
bryonic tissues are mixed together, they will ®rst coaggreg- tween liver and retina. This was the ®rst demonstration
of tissue-selective adhesion between vertebrate embryonicate before sorting out. Steinberg and Roth (1964) pointed
out that these facts did not require any change in cellular tissues. Because the relative adhesion probabilities be-
tween like and unlike cells measured in these kineticadhesive properties from ``nonspeci®c'' to ``speci®c'': ``So
long as cells are mutually adhesive, they will aggregate upon assays differed from the relative reversible works of adhe-
sion deduced from the con®gurations adopted by similaradequate contact. Only after they come together would pre-
existing adhesive differentials be provided with the opportu- (although not identical) tissue combinations, Roth wrote,
``Either the probability of adhesion being measured is notnity to effect a reorganization of the intrinsically motile
cells into more stable patterns.'' Subsequently, Roth ob- a good indicator of work of adhesion, or work of adhesion
is not playing its postulated role in sorting out.'' Moyertained results which could be interpreted as indicating that
freshly dissociated chick embryonic liver and retina cells and Steinberg (1976) subsequently measured the rates at
which equal-sized spherical aggregates of chick embryonicmay initially adhere to each other nonselectively before
developing a selectivity in the probability of initiating new liver, heart, and retina initiate adhesions to one another
under standardized conditions, ®nding the sequence L-L ⁄adhesions (Roth, 1968).
There was no hint in the view that cell adhesion is tissue- H-H  L-H  R-R  H-R  L-R. They concluded that
``in general, the heteronomic combination adhered morespeci®c that the assembly behavior of different tissues could
be codi®ed under a common rule or that cell populations slowly than either homonomic combination of the set,'' in
agreement with Roth's ®nding. Comparison of this rateexpressing identical adhesion systems could nevertheless
be immiscible. Clari®cation of the situation required the sequence with the sequence of relative adhesion intensities
deduced from the observed equilibrium con®gurations ap-making of measurements of intercellular adhesiveness, but
``adhesiveness'' being an informal term lacking any single proached by these tissue combinations con®rmed that the
rate measurements show greater preference for ``self'' thanphysical de®nition, it was ®rst necessary to consider what
kinds of measurements would be appropriate in these cir- the deduced relative adhesion intensities.
Validation of the DAH requires the demonstration thatcumstances.
Three inherently different kinds of measurementsÐdis- tissues displaying the assembly properties it offers to ex-
plain actually possess liquidlike surface tensions the mea-tractive, kinetic, and thermodynamicÐhave been made in
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sured values of which consistently predict their mutual homophilic adhesive sites are randomly distributed on the
cell surfaces, (2) the areal frequency of bonds formed be-spreading tendencies. The liquidity of such tissues (mean-
ing their possession of mechanical properties characteristic tween these sites is proportional to the probability of their
apposition when the cells bearing them are apposed, and (3)of liquids rather than of solids, as described earlier) has been
demonstrated (Phillips and Steinberg, 1969; Phillips et al., the intensity of adhesion between two cells is proportional
to the areal frequency of bonds formed between them. It1977; Phillips and Steinberg, 1978; Phillips and Davis, 1978;
Steinberg and Poole, 1982; Foty et al., 1994, 1996b). The turned out that in this model system the two cell popula-
tions are immiscible. The minimal free energy con®gura-®rst measurements of the surface tensions of such liquid
tissues were relative rather than absolute but fell in the tion of the combined cell populations (i.e., the con®guration
in which the number of cell±cell bonds is maximized) is asequence required to account for the tissues' mutual spread-
ing preferences (Phillips and Steinberg, 1969; Phillips et al., sphere within a sphere, in which the cells with the smaller
number of binding sites are segregated from and totally en-1977; Phillips and Davis, 1978). Davis (1984) reported the
®rst numerical values of tissue surface tensions, for subsur- velop those with the greater number (Steinberg, 1963b).
Thus it was shown, in theory, that for two cell populationsface amphibian ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm, and
Foty et al. (1994, 1996b) have recently reported numerical to be immiscible their utilization of different molecular
adhesion systems is not required, although of course it isvalues for the surface tensions of ®ve chick embryonic tis-
sues. In every instance these values, re¯ecting the intensi- permitted.
The advent of genetic engineering made possible experi-ties with which the tissues cohere, correctly predict which
of two mutually immiscible tissues will tend to spread over ments to determine empirically the consequences of creat-
ing differences in the cohesiveness of two cell lines whichthe surface of the other.
are otherwise identical. Friedlander et al. (1989) showed
that greater vs lesser expression of N-cadherin in two sub-
Emergent Recognition Speci®city: Tissue, Cell, and clones of transfected sarcoma S180 cells is suf®cient to
Molecule cause them to sort out to a certain extent after initial coag-
gregation. Steinberg and Takeichi (1994) utilized a pair ofWhat, however, determines whether two cell populations
will mix or segregate? Must not the ability of cell popula- transfected L cell subclones differing only in the number of
P-cadherin molecules expressed on their surfaces. L cellstions to distinguish ``self'' from ``nonself'' and segregate
from one another upon that basis require qualitative distinc- transfected to express a high level of this homophilic cell
adhesion molecule segregated internally to their low-ex-tions between their component cells, and must these not
in turn require the action of cell type-speci®c molecular pression counterparts. Moreover, when aggregates of these
two cell lines were paired, aggregates expressing the lesserrecognition markers? It has been taken to be common sense
that emerging ``negative af®nity'' (Holtfreter, 1939) must amount of P-cadherin spread over and enveloped those ex-
pressing the greater amount. The number of cadherin mole-re¯ect qualitatively differing recognition speci®cities of the
segregating cells. This was the conviction underlying the cules expressed by such cell lines has recently been shown
to specify the surface tension of their cell aggregates (Fotypostulation of tissue-speci®c ``aggregation factors'' (Mos-
cona, 1960, 1962, 1968; Lilien and Moscona, 1967). How- and Steinberg, 1995; Foty et al., 1996a). Differences in the
mere numbers of identical cell adhesion molecules ex-ever, as was pointed out at the time, the thermodynamics
of miscibility/immiscibility in liquids speci®es the precise pressed on cell surfaces are therefore shown to be suf®cient
to cause both cell sorting and tissue spreading and to deter-conditions under which they will be immiscible (i.e., ``seg-
regate''). Translated into cellular terms, the heterotypic ad- mine which of two cell populations spreads over the surface
of the other. There is no reason to think that these twohesion need by no means be extremely weak. It may even
be stronger than the weaker of the two kinds of homotypic subclones should differ in chemotactic responsiveness, sur-
face contractility, speed of movement, or, indeed, in anyadhesions. Two cell populations should be immiscible if
the binding energy between them (``heterotypic'') is merely parameter previously postulated to underlie these assembly
behaviors other than intercellular adhesiveness.lower that the mean value of the two individual cell popula-
tions' binding energies (Steinberg, 1963b, 1964, 1970). The ability of adhesive cells to adhere to others from the
same species is not in general cell type-speci®c, the majorTo examine the above conclusion, one may ask whether a
simple difference in the quantity of identical ``homophilic'' molecular adhesion systems generally being expressed in
cells of many different tissues. As for the ability of adhesion(self-associating) adhesion molecules expressed at their re-
spective cell surfaces would be suf®cient to render two cell systems or molecules to cross-react, it was established in
the 1970s that cells possessing only CD adhesion (cadherin-populations immiscible in the absence of any other differ-
ences between the cells. This question has now been an- mediated) do not adhere to cells bearing only CI (immuno-
globulin superfamily) adhesion systems, as was stated ear-swered both theoretically and experimentally. In 1963, it
was approached mathematically by calculating what the lier. The ability of individual members of an adhesion su-
perfamily to cross-react has been studied mainly with theequilibrium con®guration of such a pair of cell populations
might be. This was done by considering the theoretical be- cadherins, with varying results. Although it is sometimes
generalized that cadherins interact only ``homophilically,''havior of two model cell populations in which (1) identical
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